
OPTIMIZATION OF MULTICLASS QUEUEING NETWORKS WITH
CHANGEOVER TIMES VIA THE ACHIEVABLE REGION

APPROACH: PART I, THE SINGLE-STATION CASE

DIMITRIS BERTSIMAS AND JOSÉ NIÑO-MORA

We address the performance optimization problem in a single-station multiclass queueing network
with changeover times by means of the achievable region approach. This approach seeks to obtain
performance bounds and scheduling policies from the solution of a mathematical program over a
relaxation of the system’s performance region. Relaxed formulations (including linear, convex,
nonconvex and positive semidefinite constraints) of this region are developed by formulating
equilibrium relations satisfied by the system, with the help of Palm calculus. Our contributions
include: (1) new constraints formulating equilibrium relations on server dynamics; (2) a flow
conservation interpretation of the constraints previously derived by the potential function method; (3)
new positive semidefinite constraints; (4) new work decomposition laws for single-station multiclass
queueing networks, which yield new convex constraints; (5) a unified buffer occupancy method of
performance analysis obtained from the constraints; (6) heuristic scheduling policies from the
solution of the relaxations.

1. Introduction. We address the problem of scheduling a multiclass queueing network
(MQNET) on a single server, who incurs changeover times when moving from one class to
another, to minimize time-average holding costs. This type of system arises in a broad variety
of application areas, including manufacturing systems and computer-communication net-
works (see, e.g., Levy and Sidi 1990, and Sidi, Levy, and Fuhrmann 1992). In a companion
paper (see Bertsimas and Nin˜o-Mora 1999) we address the corresponding problem in a
multi-station MQNET.

Previous studies of this system have addressed exclusively the analysis of specific
scheduling policies. Gupta and Buzacott (1990) consider the analysis of a two-class system,
whereas Sidi, Levy, and Fuhrmann (1992) solve the mean delay analysis for the general
model considered here under a cyclic server routing policy with exhaustive service.

Recent studies addressing the problems of obtaining efficient scheduling policies and
performance bounds for multiclass queues with changeover times (see, e.g., Boxma, Levy,
and Weststrate 1991 and Bertsimas and Xu 1993) have focused their attention on systems
without job feedback. Even for such simpler systems, performance bounds that account for
the effect of changeover times were previously available only for static policies, in which the
server bases his scheduling decisions only on the state of the class he is currently visiting.
Such bounds, however, do not allow us to assess the potential for improvement over a
proposed policy that could be achieved by using effectively dynamic information: perfor-
mance bounds that hold under dynamic policies are needed for this purpose.

We present in this paper new bounds on the performance of dynamic and static nonidling
policies for a MQNET with changeover times attended by a single server. The bounds
emerge as the values of mathematical programs (linear, convex, and nonconvex). These
programs, which yield sharper bounds at the expense of increased computations, arise from
constraints that formulate equilibrium laws. We reveal the underlying law (flow conserva-
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tion) that explains the linear programming bounds previously derived via potential functions.
We further establish new work decomposition laws, and apply them to formulate new convex
constraints. Further constraints arise from server dynamics relations, and from semidefinite
relations. When specialized to well-solved cases, our formulations recover the buffer
occupancy analysis method. We further propose heuristic policies extracted from the optimal
solution to the formulations. Our methodology corresponds to the achievable region method
in the optimal control of queueing systems (see, e.g., the survey by Bertsimas 1995).

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the MQNET model.
Section 3 develops a linear set of constraints based on the flow conservation lawL2 5 L1.
Section 4 presents a set of nonlinear constraints that formulate equilibrium relations on the
server dynamics. Section 5 develops a family of new work decomposition laws, from which
a corresponding family of convex constraints is obtained. Section 6 shows how to strengthen
the formulation with positive semidefinite constraints. Section 7 summarizes the formulations
resulting from the constraints developed in previous sections and reports computational
results. Section 8 develops a unified buffer occupancy method of performance analysis by
specializing the flow conservation and server dynamics constraints to certain policies.
Section 9 discusses the problem of designing server scheduling policies from the solution of
the relaxations. Finally, in §10 we present some concluding remarks.

2. The model: A single-station MQNET with changeover times. We shall focus our
performance optimization study on a versatile model of a MQNET with changeover times
attended to by a single server. In contrast with previous studies on performance optimization
of multiclass queues with changeover times, the model we consider here incorporates the
feature of Bernoullijob feedback. For this model only the performance analysis problem had
previously been investigated (see Gupta and Buzacott 1990, and Sidi, Levy, and Fuhrmann
1992). Note that for the special case of zero changeover times the performance optimization
problem can be solved exactly (see Klimov 1974).

We consider a queueing system consisting of asingle serverthat provides service to a set
1 5 {1, . . . , n} of job classes. Exogenous job arrivals occur according to independent
Poisson processes, with ratea i for classi jobs (which we refer to henceforth asi-jobs), and
join corresponding queues (i.e.,i -jobs join thei-queue) until their service starts. The service
times ofi -jobs are i.i.d., drawn from a general distribution, with meanb i and second moment
b i

(2). We denote the corresponding mean residual life (or mean age) byr i 5 b i
(2)/ 2b i . Upon

completion of its service, ani -job may leavethe system, with probabilitypi0, or it may be
fed backfor further service as aj -job, with probabilitypij . Let P be the matrix ofpij . We
assume that matrixI 2 P is invertible, which ensures that a single job moving through the
network eventually exits it. We further assume that all service and interarrival times are
mutually independent.

In order to serve jobs of a given class, the server mustvisit the corresponding queue,
incurring achangeover timefor moving there from the last queue visited: if after visiting the
i -queue the server moves to thej -queue he incurs a random changeover time having a general
distribution with meansij and second momentsij

(2).
Jobs are selected for service according to ascheduling policy. We consideradmissible

policies to be nonanticipative, nonpreemptiveand stable. Nonanticipative means that
scheduling decisions make no use of future information, such as remaining service times of
jobs in the system or future job arrival times.Nonpreemptivemeans that once the service of
a job, or a server changeover, is initiated, it must continue to completion. Bystablewe mean
that the network admits a steady-state equilibrium distribution with finite mean number of
jobs. We shall further refer to the classes ofnonidling, dynamicand static policies. By
nonidlingwe mean that the server never stays idle at a queue: It must be either serving jobs
or engaged in a changeover. Bydynamicwe mean that scheduling decisions only depend on
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the current states of all queues. Bystaticwe mean that scheduling decisions may only depend
on the state of the queue currently being visited.

Other model parameters of interest are thetotal arrival rate and thetraffic intensity. The
total arrival rate ofj -jobs, denoted byl j , is the total rate at which both external and feedback
jobs arrive to thej -queue. Thel js are computed by solving the linear system

l j 5 a j 1 O
i[1

pijl i, for j [ 1.

The traffic intensityof j -jobs, denoted byr j 5 l jb j , is the equilibrium probability that the
server is busy with aj -job at an arbitrary time. The total traffic intensity of the system isr
5 ¥ i[1 r i , and represents the equilibrium probability that the server is busy. The condition
r , 1 is necessary, but not sufficient, to ensure that the system isstable(i.e., that all incoming
jobs eventually leave the system). notice that the conditionr , 1 does guarantee stability in
the model with zero changeover times, and also in the model with positive changeover times
under certain policies (e.g., exhaustive and gated service).

We assume that the system operates in stochastic equilibrium and introduce the following
stochastic processes that describe its evolution.

● Li(t) 5 number ofi -jobs in the system at timet.
● Bi(t) 5 1 if an i -job is in service at timet; 0 otherwise.
● B(t) 5 1 if the server is busy at timet; 0 otherwise; notice thatB(t) 5 ¥ i[1 Bi(t).
● Bij (t) 5 1 if the server is engaged in ani 3 j changeover at timet; 0 otherwise.

In what follows we write, for convenience of notation,Li 5 Li(0), Bi 5 Bi(0), B 5 B(0),
Bij 5 Bij (0).

The performance optimization problem. The main system’sperformance measurewe
are concerned with is the vectorx 5 ( xj) j[1 whose components are the mean numbers of
each class in the system in steady-state, i.e.,

● xj 5 E[Lj ].
We consider acost function, c(x) (possibly nonlinear). Theperformance optimization
problemwe consider is as follows: compute a lower boundZ # c(x) valid under a suitable
class of scheduling policies, and design a scheduling policy whose performance nearly
minimizes the costc(x).

We approach this problem via the achievable region approach, as described in the
Introduction. Let- be the performance region spanned by performance vectorx under all
admissible policies. Our first goal is to derive constraints on performance vectorx that define
a relaxation of performance region-. Since it is not obvious how to derive constraints onx
directly, we shall pursue an approach to accomplish this goal based on the following plan:

1. Identifyequilibrium relationssatisfied by the system and formulate them as constraints
involving auxiliary performance measures, using Palm calculus.

2. Formulate additionalpositive semidefiniteconstraints on the auxiliary performance
measures.

3. Formulate constraints that express the original performance measure,x, in terms of the
auxiliary ones.

Notice that this approach has a clear geometric interpretation: It corresponds to construct-
ing a relaxation of the performance region of thexs by 1) lifting this region into a higher
dimensional space, by means of auxiliary variables, 2)boundingthe lifted region through
constraints on the auxiliary variables, and 3)projectingback into the original space.Lift and
project techniques have proven powerful tools for constructing tight relaxations of hard
discrete optimization problems (see, e.g., Lova´sz and Schrijver 1991).

We consider three types of auxiliary performance measures: The first type representsPalm
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momentsof queue lengths with respect to thepoint processesdefined by certain embedded
epochs. The second type represents server’s visit and changeover frequencies. We present
these point processes and auxiliary performance measures in Table 1.

In addition to those presented in Table 1, we consider a third type of auxiliary performance
measures representing moments of queue lengths at an arbitrary time:

● xij 5 E [Lj |Bi 5 1] (mean number ofj -jobs in the system at an arbitrary time during
the service ofi -jobs); X 5 ( xij ) i , j[1;

● xj
0 5 E [Lj |B 5 0] (mean number ofj -jobs in the system at an arbitrary time while

the server is idle);x0 5 ( xj
0) j[1.

The first constraint we present is the elementary linear relation

(1) x 5 X 9r 1 ~1 2 r!x 0,

which formulates the fact that at each time the server is either serving some job class or
idling.

Other elementary constraints are the ones relating the mean number in the system at an
arbitrary time during the service of jobs to the mean number at service completion epochs,
can be derived as follows. The mean number ofj -jobs at an arbitrary time during the service
of an i -job is

xij 5 x j
Si 1 a jr i,

i.e., the number ofj -jobs at the beginning of ani -service plus the mean number of external
classj arrivals until an arbitrary time during ani -service. Furthermore, we have

(2) x j
Di 5 x j

Si 1 b ia j 1 pij 2 d ij ,

whered ij is Kronecker’s delta function. Subtracting the previous equations, we obtain

TABLE 1. Auxiliary performance measures. All performance measuresZ in the table are defined immediately
after their corresponding event epoch. Since the sample paths are right-continuous for all

performance measuresZ, it follows that Z1 5 Z

Point process Embedded epochs Intensity Performance measures

Ai
0 external classi job arrivals a i

Ai classi job arrivals l i

Si classi service initiation l i

xk
Si 5 ESi [Lk]

xkl
Si 5 ESi [LkL l ]

Di classi service completion l i

xk
Di 5 EDi [Lk]

xkl
Di 5 EDi [LkL l ]

Fij i 3 j job feedback l ipij xk
Fij 5 EFij [Lk]

Gij i 3 j changeover completion yij 5
1

sij
P $Bij 5 1%

xk
Gij 5 EGij [Lk]

xkl
Gij 5 EGij [LkL l ]

Gj 5 ¥ iÞj Gij classj server visit initiation yj

xk
Gj 5 EGj [Lk]

xkl
Gj 5 EGj [LkL l ]

Hij i 3 j changeover initiation yij

xk
Hij 5 EHij [Lk]

xkl
Hij 5 EHij [LkL l ]

Hi 5 ¥ jÞi H ij classi server visit completion yi

xk
Hi 5 EHi [Lk]

xkl
Hi 5 EHi [LkL l ]
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(3) xij 5 x j
Di 1 ~r i 2 b i!a j 1 d ij 2 pij .

In matrix notation,

(4) X 5 X D 1 ~r 2 b!a9 1 I 2 P,

whereXD 5 ( xj
Di ) i , j[1.

3. System flow conservation constraints. In this section we present a set of linear
equality constraints on performance measures by formulating the classicalflow conservation
law of queueing theoryL2 5 L1, which states that in a queueing system in which arrivals
and departures are of unit size, the stationary probabilities of the number in system seen at
arrival epochs and that seen at departure epochs are equal. These equations were first derived
by Klimov (1974), by transform methods, in his pioneering performance optimization study
of the model with zero changeover times.

Our contribution in this section is twofold: We present a new direct derivation of Klimov’s
result by means of Palm calculus, and we extend its scope by observing that the constraints
are also valid for models with general changeover times under general policies.

Let L 5 Diag(l). The result is as follows:

THEOREM 1. (FLOW CONSERVATION EQUATIONS). Under any admissible scheduling policy,
performance measuresx and XD satisfy the system of linear equations

(5) 2ax9 2 xa9 1 ~I 2 P!9LX D 1 X D9L~I 2 P! 5 ~I 2 P!9LP 1 P9L~I 2 P!.

Equivalently, by (4), performance measuresx and X satisfy

(6)
2ax9 2 xa9 1 ~I 2 P!9LX 1 X 9L~I 2 P!

5 ~I 2 P!9L~I 2 ua9! 1 ~I 2 au9!L~I 2 P!,

with u 5 b 2 r .

REMARKS.
1. Constraints analogous to (5) have been derived for thebranching banditmodel with

zero changeover times in Bertsimas, Paschalidis and Tsitsiklis (1995), using potential
function techniques, and in Nin˜o-Mora (1995), using the flow conservation interpretation we
present here. They further show that the region inx-space defined by constraints analogous
to (1), (4), (5), together withx0 5 0 andx $ 0, is the exact performance region of thexs.
It is noteworthy that the flow conservation lawL2 5 L1 leads to acompact reformulation
(having polynomial size on the number of job classes) of thex’s performance region, that
involves the matrix of auxiliary variablesX, whereas the exact formulation on the original
variablesx was found to have exponential size in Bertsimas and Nin˜o-Mora (1996).

2. Notice that constraints (5) do not involve changeover time parameters. This is because they
are valid underanyadmissible scheduling policy, regardless of whether it is work-conserving.

3. An interesting consequence of constraints (5) is the following: They imply, together
with relations (1) and (4), that the vector of expected queue lengths at an arbitrary time,x,
as well as the vector of expected queue lengths at an arbitrary server idling time,x0, are
uniquely determined by the matrix of expected queue lengths at service completion epochs,
XD. Therefore, in order to formulate the performance region of thexs we need only to focus
on formulating constraints on matrixXD.

In the remainder of this section we present a new proof of Theorem 1 by showing, via Palm
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calculus, that Eqns. (5) simply formulate the flow conservation lawL2 5 L1. We shall denote by
EN[z] the expectation operator with respect to the equilibrium distribution embedded at an
arbitrary epochin a point processN. In particular,EN[L2] 5 EN[L(02)], EN[L1] 5 EN[L(01)]
where 0 is an epoch of point processN. The following basic result of Palm calculus will be needed
throughout the paper.

THEOREM 2. (SUPERPOSITION OF POINT PROCESSES). Suppose point process N, having
intensityl, is the superposition of point processes N1, . . . , NK, i.e., N 5 N1 1 . . . 1 NK,
where process Nk has intensitylk. Then,

PN$ z % 5 O
k51

K
lk

l
PNk$ z %.

The following result lays the groundwork for our proof of Theorem 1 by showing how to
express moments of queue lengths at certain job arrival and departure epochs in terms of
performance measuresx andXD. Let d ij denote Kronecker’s delta function.

PROPOSITION1. Under any admissible scheduling policy,
(a)

(7) EAi@L j
2# 5

a i

l i
xj 1 O

k[1

lkpki

l i
x j

Dk 1 O
k[1

lkpki

l i
~dkj 2 pkj!;

(b)

(8)

EAi1Aj@L i
2 1 L j

2# 5
l i

l i 1 l j
EAi@L i

2# 1
l j

l i 1 l j
EAj@L j

2#

1
l i

l i 1 l j
EAi@L j

2# 1
l j

l i 1 l j
EAj@L i

2#;

(c)

(9) EDi1Dj@L i
1 1 L j

1# 5
l i

l i 1 l j
x i

Di 1
l j

l i 1 l j
x j

Dj 1
l i

l i 1 l j
x j

Di 1
l j

l i 1 l j
x i

Dj.

PROOF.
(a) Since point processAi can be represented as the superpositionAi 5 Ai

0 1 ¥ k[1 Fki,
Palm calculus yields

(10) EAi@L j
2# 5

a i

l i
EA i

0

@L j
2# 1 O

k[1

lkpki

l i
EFki@L j

2#.

From the well-known PASTA (Poisson Arrivals See Time Averages) we have

(11) EA i
0

@L j
2# 5 E@Lj# 5 xj.

Furthermore, we have

(12)
EFki@L j

2# 5 EDk@L j
2#

5 EDk@L j
1# 2 pkj 1 dkj,
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since the Bernoulli job feedback mechanism implies that the mean number ofj -jobs in the
system just before ak3 i job feedback epoch equals the mean number ofj -jobs present just
before ak-job service completion epoch. Combining (11) with (12) yields identity (7). Parts
(b) and (c) are trivial. h

We have now the building blocks for proving Theorem 1 by applying the flow
conservation lawL2 5 L1.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. The identity corresponding to thej th diagonal element in (5)
formulates the relation

(13) EAj@L j
2# 5 EDj@L j

1#

using Proposition 1(a). The equality corresponding to rowi and columnj in (5) formulates
the relation

(14) EAi1Aj@L i
2 1 L j

2# 5 EDi1Dj@L i
1 1 L j

1#

using Proposition 1(b, c).
Identity (6) follows straightforwardly from (5) by applying (4).h

REMARKS.
1. Notice that identities (13) and (14) formulate the flow conservation lawL2 5 L1 as

applied to the queues ofj -jobs and {i , j }-jobs considered in isolation, for all pairs {i , j } of
job classes.

2. It is interesting to observe that we do not obtain additional constraints by formulating
the flow conservation law

E¥ i[S AiF O
i[S

L i
2G 5 E¥ i[S DiF O

i[S

L i
1G

for subsets of job classesS of size larger than 3. The equations for |S| $ 3 turn out to
be implied by those for |S| # 2.

4. Server dynamics constraints. In this section we derive constraints that formulate
equilibrium relations related to the server dynamics, and that account explicitly for the
changeover times.

4.1. Server flow conservation constraints. We first present some elementary con-
straints (although nonlinear) that relate the performance measuresxj

0 and the performance
measuresxj

Hkl defined at changeover initiation epochs. These constraints involve the
changeover frequenciesykl (see Table 1). We further establish linear constraints on the visit
and changeover frequencies (yj , yij ), that formulate server flow conservation relations.

PROPOSITION2. Under any dynamic nonidling scheduling policy,
(a)

(15) x j
0 5 O

k,l :kÞl

sklykl

1 2 r
Sx j

Hkl 1 a j

skl
~2!

2skl
D

(16) $ O
k,l :kÞl

a jyklskl
~2!

2~1 2 r!
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(b)

(17) O
i ,j :iÞj

sijyij 5 1 2 r.

(c)

(18) yi 5 O
j[1\$i %

yij 5 O
j[1\$i %

yji , for i [ 1.

PROOF.
(a) Eq. (15) follows from the elementary relations (valid under nonidling policies)

x j
0 5 O

k,l :kÞl

sklykl

1 2 r
E @Lj|Bkl 5 1#

5 O
k,l :kÞl

sklykl

1 2 r
Sx j

Hkl 1 a j

skl
~2!

2skl
D .

Inequality (16) follows directly from Eq. (15):

x j
0 5 O

k,l :kÞl

sklykl

1 2 r
E @Lj|Bkl 5 1#

$ O
k,l :kÞl

sklykl

1 2 r
a j

skl
~2!

2skl
.

(b) Eq. (17) formulates the requirements that policies must be nonidling, using the fact
that P{ Bij 5 1} 5 sij yij .

(c) Eq. (18) formulates a simple flow conservation relation: the rates at which the server
visits and leaves thei -queue are equal.h

4.2. Server visit constraints. We derive in this section a family of nonlinear
constraints by formulating a key relation between the point processes defined in Table 1. In
the notation of Palm calculus, this relation is written as

(19) Gi 1 Di 5 Hi 1 Si, for i [ 1,

and it expresses the elementary fact that, under any nonidling policy, each time a visit
initiation or a service completion occurs, coincidentally there also occurs either a service
beginning or a visit completion. Identity (19) was first observed by Eisenberg (1972), who
applied it as a central tool in his pioneering analysis (via transform methods) of polling
systems with changeover times.

We show next that identity (19) allows us to represent Palm moments at service
completion epochs (xj

Di ) in terms of Palm moments at visit initiation and completion epochs
( xk

Gi , xkl
Gi , xk

Hi , xkl
Hi ; see Table 1), and to formulate additional constraints between the two

latter kinds of moments. We state and prove next our main result.

THEOREM 3. Under any dynamic nonidling policy,
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(a)

(20) yi~x j
Hi 2 x j

Gi! 5 l i~a jb i 1 pij 2 d ij! for i , j [ 1.

(b)

yi~x jk
Hi 2 x jk

Gi! 5 l i@~akb i 1 pik 2 d ik!x j
Di 1 ~a jb i 1 pij 2 d ij!xk

Di

2 ~a j~pik 2 d ik! 1 ak~pij 2 d ij! 1 a jdkj!b i

(21) 1 a jak~b i
~2! 2 2b i

2!pijd ik 1 pikd ij

1 pijdkj 2 d ijd ik 2 2pikpij ] for i , j , k [ 1.

PROOF.
(a) By combining identity (19) with Superposition Theorem 2 we obtain the relation

(22) yi~x j
Hi 2 x j

Gi! 5 l i~x j
Di 2 x j

Si!.

Eq. (20) now follows by substitutingxj
Di 2 xj

Si in (22) using Eq. (2).
(b) By combining identity (19) with Superposition Theorem 2, we obtain the relation

(23) yi~x jk
Hi 2 x jk

Gi! 5 l i~x jk
Di 2 x jk

Si!, for i , j , k [ 1.

We next find an expression for the differencexjk
Di 2 xjk

Si .
We denote in what follows byLj

Si andLj
Di the number ofj -jobs in the system at a typical

i -job service initiation and completion epoch, respectively. We also letNj(v i) be the number
of externalj -job arrivals during the service of a typicali -job, and letj ij 5 1 if that job feeds
back to thej -queue after completion of its service, and 0 otherwise. We have the relations

L j
Di 5 L j

Si 1 Nj~v i! 1 j ij 2 d ij ,

and

L k
Di 5 L k

Si 1 Nk~v i! 1 j ik 2 d ik,

whence

L j
DiL k

Di 5 L j
SiL k

Si 1 Nj~v i!L k
Si 1 ~j ij 2 d ij!L k

Si 1 Nk~v i!L j
Si 1 Nj~v i!Nk~v i!

1 ~j ij 2 d ij!Nk~v i! 1 ~j ik 2 d ik!L j
Si 1 ~j ik 2 d ik!Nj~v i! 1 ~j ij 2 d ij!~j ik 2 d ik!.

The result now follows from the relations

E@Nj~v i!L k
Si# 5 a jb ix k

Si,

E@~j ij 2 d ij!L k
Si# 5 ~pij 2 d ij!xk

Si,

E@~j ik 2 d ik!Nj~v i!# 5 a jb i~pik 2 d ik!,
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E@Nj~v i!Nk~v i!# 5 a jakb i
~2! 1 dkja jb i,

E@~j ij 2 d ij!~j ik 2 d ik!# 5 pijdkj 2 pijd ik 2 pikd ij 1 d ijd ik,

and Eqs. (2), (23). h

4.3. Server changeover dynamics constraints.We derive in this section a family of
constraints that formulate relations on the server changeover dynamics. These constraints
allow us to express Palm moments of queue lengths at server visit initiation and completion
epochs in terms of Palm moments at server changeover initiation epochs, and formulate
additional relations among the latter.

THEOREM 4. Under any dynamic nonidling policy,
(a)

(24) yix j
Gi 5 O

k[1\$i %

ykix j
Gki, for i , j [ 1.

(b)

(25) yix j
Hi 5 O

k[1\$i %

yikx j
Hik, for i , j [ 1.

(c)

(26) x j
Gik 5 x j

Hik 1 a jsik, for i , j , k [ 1, i Þ k;

(d)

(27) yix jk
Gi 5 O

r[1\$i %

yrix jk
Gri for i , j , k [ 1, j Þ k.

(e)

(28) yix jk
Hi 5 O

r[1\$i %

yirx jk
Hir, for i , j , k [ 1, j Þ k.

(f)

(29) x jk
Gir 5 x jk

Hir 1 a jsirxk
Hir 1 aksirx j

Hir 1 a jaksir
~2!, for i , j , k, r [ 1, j Þ k.

PROOF.
(a) Eq. (24) follows by noticing thatGi 5 ¥ k[1\{ i } Gki and applying Superposition

Theorem 2.
(b) Eq. (25) follows analogously from Theorem 2 sinceHi 5 ¥ k[1\{ i } Hik.
(c) Eq. (26) is elementary, as it formulates the fact that the number ofj -jobs in the system

at the end of ani 3 k changeover equals that at the beginning plus the number of external
j -job arrivals that occur during the changeover.

(d)–(e): they follow similarly as parts (a)–(b).
(f) Let Lj

Hir (resp.Lj
Gir ) be the length of thej -queue at the beginning (resp. end) of ani 3

r changeover, and letNj(v ir ) be the number of externalj -job arrivals during that changeover.
We have
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L j
Gir 5 L j

Hir 1 Nj~v ir!,

and

L k
Gir 5 L k

Hir 1 Nk~v ir!,

whence

L j
GirL k

Gir 5 L j
HirL k

Hir 1 Nj~v ir!L k
Hir 1 Nk~v ir!L j

Hir 1 Nj~v ir!Nk~v ir!.

Now, since

E@Nj~v ir!L k
Hir# 5 a jsirxk

Hir

and

E@Nk~v ir!Nj~v ir!# 5 aka jsir
~2!,

we obtain Eq. (29). h

5. Work decomposition constraints. In this section we derive a family of convex
constraints by identifying and formulating newwork decomposition lawssatisfied by the
system. A work decomposition law is a linear relation between the mean number in the
system from each class at an arbitrary time and at an arbitrary time during a period when the
server is idle. Our contributions include: (1) we present a family of new work decomposition
laws for a multiclassM/G/1 queue with Bernoulli feedback, that extends the most general
result previously known: Boxma’s (1989) work decomposition law for multiclassM/G/1
queues; (2) we develop a new technique for deriving work decomposition laws: in contrast
to previous derivations, based on probabilistic arguments (mainlystochastic work decom-
positionproperties), we obtain the laws directly by reformulating linear flow conservation
equations; (3) we present new families of convex constraints, by exploiting the physical
interpretation of the new work decomposition laws.

The idea of deriving constraints from work decomposition laws was introduced in
Bertsimas and Xu (1993). They derived a set of convex constraints from a work
decomposition law due to Fuhrmann and Cooper (1985), which apply to multiclassM/G/1
queues with changeover times, but with no job feedback.

To present our work decomposition laws we introduce, for every subsetS # 1 of job
classes, theS-workloadprocess, {VS(t)} t[R, whereVS(t) is thetotal remaining service time
the server needs to perform on theS-jobs in the system at timet for first driving all of them
out of classes inS. Notice that {VS(t)} t[R is the total workload processfor the S-queue
(obtained by aggregatingS-jobs in a single queue). We further writeBS(t) 5 ¥ i[S Bi(t), i.e.,
BS(t) is the indicator of the server being busy with anS-job. We next define parametersVi

S,
for i [ 1, as the solution of the system of linear equations

Vi
S 5 b i 1 O

j[S

pijV j
S, for i [ 1.

We shall refer toVi
S, for i [ S, as theS-workload of an i-job, as it represents the mean

remaining service time a currenti -job receives until its class first leavesS following
completion of its current service. As usual, we writeVS 5 VS(0), BS 5 BS(0).
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We further denote byr 0(S) the rate at whichexternal S-work (corresponding toS-jobs)
enters the system,

r 0~S! 5 O
i[S

a iV i
S,

and write

r~S! 5 O
i[S

r i.

For notational convenience we introduce set functionf(S) defined by

f~S! 5 H O
i[1

r i~Vi
S 2 b i 1 r i!J r 0~S!

1 2 r 0~S!
1 O

i[S

r iV i
S.

Notice that

f~1! 5 H O
i[1

r i~Vi
1 2 b i 1 r i!J r

1 2 r
1 O

i[1

r iV i
1.

We state and prove next the new work decomposition laws.

THEOREM 5. (WORK DECOMPOSITION LAWS). Under any dynamic scheduling policy, and for
any subset S# 1 of job classes,

(a)

(30) O
j[S

Vj
Sxj 5 f~S! 1

1

1 2 r 0~S!
O

i[Sc

O
j[S

l iV i
SV j

Sx j
Si 1

1 2 r

1 2 r 0~S!
O
j[S

Vj
Sx j

0.

(b) Identity (30) can be reformulated as

(31)

E@VS# 5 f~S! 2 O
i[S

r i~b i 2 r i! 2
r 0~S!

1 2 r 0~S!
O

i[Sc

r ir i

1
1

1 2 r 0~S!
O

i[Sc

~l iV i
S 2 r i!E

Si@VS# 1
1 2 r~S!

1 2 r 0~S!
E@VS|BS 5 0#.

PROOF.
(a) In what follows we use the following notation: ifS, T # 1, z 5 ( zi) i[1 is ann-vector,

andA 5 (aij ) i , j[1 is ann 3 n matrix, we shall write

zS 5 ~zj! j[S and AST 5 ~aij! i[S,j[T.

Let v denote then-vector

v 5 S V S
S

0 D ,
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and let us define the set functionb(S), for S # 1, by

b~S! 5
1

2 O
i[S

O
j[S

Vi
SbijV j

S,

whereB 5 (bij ) i , j[1 is then 3 n-matrix

B 5 2ax9 2 xa9 1 ~I 2 P!9LX 1 X 9L~I 2 P!

5 ~I 2 P!9L~I 2 ua9! 1 ~I 2 au9!L~I 2 P!,

with u 5 b 2 r .
We first observe that, from the flow conservation equations (6) in Theorem 1, we obtain

b~S! 5 1
2v9$2ax9 2 xa9 1 ~I 2 P!9LX 1 X 9L~I 2 P!%v

5 2~v9a!~v9x! 1 HS I S 2 PSS 2PSSc

2PScS I Sc 2 PScSc
DS V S

S

0 DJ 9LXS V S
S

0 D
(32)

5 2~v9a!~v9x! 1 ~b9S b9Sc 2 V Sc
S9 !LS XSS XSSc

XScS XScSc
DS V S

S

0 D
5 2r 0~S! O

j[S

Vj
Sxj 1 O

i[S

O
j[S

r iV j
Sxij 2 O

i[Sc

O
j[S

l i~Vi
S 2 b i!Vj

Sxij .

Next, we notice that equations (1) can be written as

(33) xj 5 O
i[S

r ixij 1 O
i[Sc

r ixij 1 ~1 2 r!x j
0, for j [ 1.

Now, from (32) and (33) we obtain

O
j[S

Vj
Sxj 5

b~S!

1 2 r 0~S!
1

1

1 2 r 0~S!
O

i[Sc

O
j[S

l iV i
SV j

Sxij 1
1 2 r

1 2 r 0~S!
O
i[S

Vj
Sx j

0.

On the other hand, constant termb(S) may be expressed in terms off(S) as follows:

b~S! 5 ~V S
S9 0!~I 2 P!9L~I 2 ua9!S V S

S

0 D
5 H ~I 2 P!S V S

S

0 DJ 9

LS I S 2 uSa9S 2uSaSc

2uSca9S I Sc 2 uSca9Sc
DS V S

S

0 D
5 ~b9S b9Sc 2 V Sc

S9 !LS ~I S 2 uSa9S!V S
S

2uSca9SV S
S D

(34) 5 ~r9S r9Sc 2 V Sc
S9LSc!S V S

S 2 uSa9SV S
S

2uSca9SV S
S D
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5 r9SV S
S 2 ~r9SuS!~a9SV S

S! 2 ~r9ScuSc!~a9SV S
S! 1 ~V Sc

S9LScuSc!~a9SV S
S!

5 ~1 2 r 0~S!!f~S! 2 r 0~S! O
i[Sc

l ir iV i
S,

which, combined with the relationxij 5 xj
Si 1 a j r i , yields the result.

(b) It follows from the definition of theS-workload process that

E@VS# 5 O
j[S

Vj
Sxj 2 O

j[S

r j~b j 2 r j!,

ESi@VS# 5 O
j[S

Vj
Sx j

Si,

and

E @VS|B 5 0# 5 O
j[S

Vj
Sx j

0,

which, combined with (30), yields

(35)

E@VS# 5 f~S! 2 O
i[S

r i~b i 2 r i! 1
1

1 2 r 0~S!
O

i[Sc

l iV i
SESi@VS#

1
1 2 r

1 2 r 0~S!
E @VS|B 5 0#.

Eq. (31) follows from Eq. (35) by substitutingE[VS|B 5 0] using the elementary relations

(36) E @VS|BS 5 0# 5
r~Sc!

1 2 r~S!
E @VS|BSc

5 1# 1
1 2 r

1 2 r~S!
E @VS|B 5 0#,

and

(37) r~Sc!E @VS|BSc
5 1# 5 O

i[Sc

r i~E
Si@VS# 1 r 0~S!r i!. h

REMARKS.
1. Notice that forS 5 1 Theorem 5 yields the work decomposition law

(38) O
i[1

Vi
1xi 5 f~1! 1 O

i[1

Vi
1x i

0,

which was first derived by Boxma (1989) by a stochastic work decomposition argument. It
means that the total mean workload (i.e., the total amount of service needed to clear the
system of all jobs currently present) decomposes into two terms: a) the total mean workload
in the corresponding work-conserving system,f(1), and b) the total mean workload at an
arbitrary time when the server is idle.

2. ForS , 1 the work decomposition laws in Theorem 5 are new, as they do not follow
from Boxma’s (1989) stochastic work decomposition theorem. The assumption in Boxma’s
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theorem that is violated here is that arrivals during idle periods for theS-queue are not
Poisson, as they include jobs fed back from theSc-queue.

3. From Theorem 5 we obtain the linear workload bound onS-jobs

(39) O
i[S

Vi
Sxi $ f~S!,

valid under all dynamic policies. In addition, for systems with zero changeover times
inequality (39) is satisfied at equality under any dynamic nonidling policy that gives
nonpreemptive priority toS-jobs overSc-jobs. The reason is that under such policiesxj

Si

5 0 for i [ Sc andj [ S, andx0 5 0. In particular, inequality (39) holds with equality when
S 5 1. Therefore, for the special case of zero changeover times performance vectorx
satisfies thegeneralized work conservation lawsintroduced by Bertsimas and Nin˜o-Mora
(1996), and thus the performance region spanned by thex’s under dynamic nonidling policies
is the polyhedron defined by the family of inequalities (39), forS , 1, together with the
equation¥ i[1 Vi

1xi 5 f(1). Tsoucas (1991) first identified the structure of workload bounds
(39), but did not evaluate thef(S) function. These workload bounds generalize those
discovered by Gelenbe and Mitrani (1980) for multiclassM/GI/1 queues without job
feedback.

5.1. Strengthened workload bounds from work decomposition laws. In this section
we apply the work decomposition laws in Theorem 5 to develop two new families of
workload bounds, which strengthen bound (39) by incorporating the effect of positive
changeover times.

The first family of workload bounds incorporates the effect of changeovers in a linear
manner, and is valid under dynamic nonidling policies.

THEOREM 6. (LINEAR WORKLOAD BOUNDS). Under any dynamic nonidling policy,

(40) O
j[S

Vj
Sxj $ f~S! 1

1

2

r 0~S!

1 2 r 0~S!
O

k,l :kÞl

skl
~2!ykl, for S# 1.

PROOF. The result follows directly from Theorem 5(a), together with the inequalitiesxj
Si

$ 0 and inequality (16) in Proposition 2.h
The second family of workload bounds incorporates the effect of changeovers in a

nonlinear yet convex way, and is valid only under the restricted class ofstatic nonidling
policies.

THEOREM 7. (CONVEX WORKLOAD BOUNDS). Under anystaticnonidling policy the following
constraints hold, for S # 1:

(a)

1

1 2 r~S! F O
i[Sc,j[S

r iV j
Sx j

Si 1 r 0~S! O
i[Sc

r ir iG
(41)

1
1 2 r

1 2 r~S!
O
j[S

Vj
Sx j

0 $ r 0~S!
1 2 r~S!

2 ¥ i[S yi

(b)

(42) O
j[S

Vj
Sxj $ f~S! 2

r 0~S!

1 2 r 0~S!
O

i[Sc

r ir i 1
~1 2 r~S!! 2r 0~S!

2~1 2 r 0~S!!

1

¥ i[S yi
.
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(c) For S 5 1, inequalities(41) and (42) are also valid under anydynamicpolicy:

O
j[1

Vj
1x j

0 $
1

2

r~1 2 r!

¥ j[1 yj
,

and

O
j[1

Vj
1xj $ f~1! 1

1

2

r~1 2 r!

¥ j[1 yj
.

PROOF.
(a) To prove inequality (41) we introduce the random variableI S to be the length of a

typical servervacationaway from servingS-jobs. We observe that, under astaticpolicy, the
meanS-workload at a typical time when the server is not servingS-jobs,E[VS|BS 5 0], is
bounded below by the externalS-workload that arrives to the system from the instant the
server starts a vacation away from servingS-jobs until a typical time during that vacation,
i.e.,

(43) E @VS|BS 5 0# $ r 0~S!
E@~I S! 2#

2E@I S#
.

Substituting (36) and (37) to the inequality (43) and using the relation

E@I S# 5
1 2 r~S!

¥ i[S yi
,

valid under nonidling policies, together with the inequalityE[(IS)2] $ E[IS]2, we obtain (41).
(b) This inequality reformulates that in part (a) by applying Theorem 5(a, b) together with

Eqns. (35)–(37).
(c) This follows because the vacation argument used in part (a) is also valid under

dynamic policies forS 5 1. h

6. Positive semidefinite constraints. We present in this section a set ofpositive
semidefinite constraintsthat may be used to strengthen the formulations obtained through
equilibrium relations. These constraints formulate the fact that the performance measures we
are considering are moments of random variables. The basic idea is as follows: Given a
vectorz and a matrixZ of real numbers, consider the following question: What is a necessary
and sufficient condition under which, for some random vectorz, z 5 E[z] andZ 5 E[zz9]?
It is easily seen that the required condition is that matrixZ 2 zz9—which represents the
covariance matrix ofz—is positive semidefinite: Z 2 zz9 f 0. We may reformulate this
condition as

F 1 z9
z Z G f 0.

Applying this idea to the performance measures introduced above yields directly the
following result. Let us writeXN 5 ( xkl

N) k,l[1, andxN 5 ( xk
N) k[1, for point processesN 5 Si ,

Di , Gi , Hi , Gij andHij .
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THEOREM 8. Under any dynamic nonidling scheduling policy, the following positive
semidefinite constraints hold:

(44) F 1 x N9

x N X N G f 0, for N 5 Si, Di, Gi, Hi, Gij , Hij .

REMARK. The problem of minimizing a linear objective subject to positive semidefinite
constraints, called asemidefinite programming problem, has received considerable attention
in the mathematical programming literature due to applications in discrete optimization and
control theory. There are several efficient interior point algorithms (see, e.g., the survey by
Vandenberghe and Boyd 1996) to solve semidefinite programming problems. Theorem 8
adds a new and, we believe, interesting application of semidefinite programming in stochastic
optimization.

7. Formulations and their power. In this section we illustrate how the constraints on
performance measures derived in the previous sections can be used to provide performance
bounds for single-station MQNETs with changeover times, by solving appropriate mathe-
matical programming problems. We also compare these bounds computationally. We
consider in what follows a linear cost function

c~x! 5 O
j[1

cjxj.

7.1. A nonconvex relaxation. By combining all equilibrium relations derived in
previous sections we summarize the proposed bound in the following theorem.

THEOREM 9. The following optimization problem provides a lower bound for a single-
station MQNET with changeover times under all dynamic nonidling policies:

Znonconvex5 min c~x!

(45)
subject to

(46) x 5 ~X D 1 ~r 2 b!a9 1 I 2 P!9r 1 ~1 2 r!x 0,

(47) 2ax9 2 xa9 1 ~I 2 P!9LX D 1 X D9L~I 2 P! 5 ~I 2 P!9LP 1 P9L~I 2 P!.

(48) X D $ ba9 1 P 2 I ,

(49) x j
0 5 O

k,l :kÞl

sklykl

1 2 r
Sx j

Hkl 1 a j

skl
~2!

2skl
D .

(50) O
i ,j :iÞj

sijyij 5 1 2 r.

(51) O
j[1\$i %

yij 5 O
j[1\$i %

yji , for i [ 1.

(52) O
k[1\$i %

~yikx j
Hik 2 yki~x j

Hki 1 a jski!! 5 ~a jb i 1 pij 2 d ij!l i, for i , j [ 1.
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O
r[1\$i %

~yirx jk
Hir 2 yri~x jk

Hri 1 a jsrix k
Hri 1 aksrix j

Hri 1 a jaksri
~2!!!

5 l i@~akb i 1 pik 2 d ik!x j
Di 1 ~a jb i 1 pij 2 d ij!xk

Di

(53)
2 ~a j~pik 2 d ik! 1 ak~pij 2 d ij! 1 a jdkj!b i 1 a jak~b i

~2! 2 2b i
2! z pijd ik

1 pikd ij 1 pijdkj 2 d ijd ik 2 2pikpij ] for i , j , k [ 1.

F 1 xH9ij

x Hij X Hij G f 0, for i , j [ 1.

(54)

x, x 0, Y , X D, x Hij, X Hij $ 0.

PROOF. Eq. (46) follows by combining (1) and (4).
Eqns. (47), (49), (50), and (51) are exactly Eqns. (5), (15), (17), and (18) respectively.
Inequalities (48) follow from Eq. (2) usingXS $ 0.
Eq. (52) results by substituting Eqns. (24), (25) and (26) into Eq. (20). Similarly, Eq. (53)

results by substituting Eqns. (27), (28) and (29) into Eq. (21). Finally, the semidefinite
constraint (54) is obtained from (44) forN 5 Hij . h

REMARK. Constraints (46) express performance measurex in terms of the auxiliary
variablesXD andx0. Relations (47) provide additional constraints linkingx andXD. Relations
(48) provide lower bounds onXD. Relations (49) express the variablesx0 in terms of the
auxiliary variablesY andxHij , i , j [ 1. Relations (50) and (51) provide constraints onY.
Relations (52) link the variablesY andxHij , i , j [ 1. Relations (53) link the new variables
XHij andXD. Finally, semidefinite constraints (54) link the variablesxHij andXHij .

On the solution of problem (45). The optimization problem (45) is a nonlinear
programming problem involvingO(n4) variables. Unfortunately it is nonconvex due to the
presence of the productsykixj

Hki . However, if the values ofY are known, the problem (in the
remaining variablesw 5 (x, XD, xHij , XHij)) is a convex semidefinite problem. Conversely,
if the variablesw are known, problem (45) is a linear optimization problem. Given that there
are very efficient algorithms to solve linear and semidefinite optimization problems, we can
fix Y, solve for w, then givenw solve for Y and so on. More formally we propose the
following algorithm:

Iterative Algorithm for solving (45)
1. Initialization. Start with a givenY 0; setw0 5 0; setk 5 0; fix e . 0;
2. Semidefinite optimization problem. Let Y 5 Y 0; with Y fixed, solve the resulting

semidefinite optimization problem (45) for the variablesw; let w# the resulting optimal
solution; setwk11 5 ;w#

3. Linear optimization problem. Let w 5 w# ; with w fixed, solve the resulting linear
optimization problem (45) for the variablesY. Let Y# the resulting optimal solution; setY k11

5 Y# ;
4. Convergence test.If \wk11 2 wk\ # e and\Y k11 2 Y k\ # e, stop; else setk :5 k 1 1

and go to step 2.
In §8 we illustrate that for specific classes of policies, like polling table and randomized

routing policies, we can calculate explicitly in terms of the original data the variablesY and
y. As we noticed earlier, problem (45) becomes a (convex) semidefinite optimization problem
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for which there are very efficient algorithms. As we discuss in §9, when solving problem
(45), we calculate the optimal valuesx̂j

Hj of first order moments of queue lengths at visit
completion epochs. These values give rise to the following policy: If the server is currently
servingj -jobs, terminate the current visit when the queue length after a service completion
does not exceedx̂j

Hj , i.e., Lj # x̂j
Hj . Notice that if x̂j

Hj 5 0, then the server follows an
exhaustive policy at thej -queue. In this way, given a class of policies in which we can
calculate the routing variablesY, we can find a threshold policy for servicing jobs in the
system by solving a convex semidefinite optimization problem.

7.2. Convex relaxations. In this section we propose several simpler but convex
relaxations that can be used as an alternative to problem (45).

THEOREM 10. The following optimization problems provide lower bounds for a single-
station MQNET with changeover times under the classes os policies specified:

(a) The linear optimization problem(under dynamic nonidling policies)

Zlinear 5 min c~x!

subject to ~46!, ~47!, ~48!, ~50!, ~51!, ~16!

x, x 0, X D, Y $ 0,

involving O(n2) variables and constraints.
(b) The convex optimization problem(under static nonidling policies)

Zconvex1 5 min c~x!

subject to~46!, ~47!, ~48!, ~50!, ~51!, ~16!

(55)

r~Sc!

1 2 r~S! F O
i[Sc,j[S

r iV j
S~x j

Di 2 b ia j 2 pij! 1 r 0~S! O
i[Sc

r ir iG
1

1 2 r

1 2 r~S!
O
j[S

Vj
Sx j

0 $ r 0~S!
1 2 r~S!

2 ¥ i[S ¥ j[1\$i % yij
S# 1

x, x 0, X D, Y $ 0,

involving O(n2) variables but an exponential number of convex constraints.
(c) The convex optimization problem(under static nonidling policies)

Zconvex2 5 min c~x!

(56) subject to~40!, ~42!, ~17!, ~18!

x, Y , y $ 0,

involving also O(n2) variables but an exponential number of convex constraints.
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PROOF.
(a) By maintaining only the linear constraints in the formulation (45) and using (16)

instead of (49) the boundZlinear is obtained.
(b) The boundZconvex1 is obtained fromZlinear by adding the family of convex constraints

(41). Notice that we used Eq. (2) to relate variablesxj
Si and xj

Di . Moreover, we used the
relationyi 5 ¥ j[1\{ i } yij (Eq. (18)).

(c) The boundZconvex2 is immediate from Theorem 6.h

REMARK. In terms of their strength, the proposed relaxations can be ordered as follows:

Zlinear # Zconvex2 # Zconvex1 # Znonconvex,

i.e., there is a tradeoff between computational requirements and the strength of the bound.

7.3. Computational results. In order to compare our bounds computationally we
designed the following computational experiment. There areN 5 4 classes of jobs. The
changeover times are exponentially distributed, with mean changeover time from classi to
classj equal to one third of the service time of classi . Service times are distributed according
to a mixed generalized Erlang distribution with two stages, and coefficient of variation two.
Costs are chosen so thatci 5 2ci11, and mean service times are such thatb i 5 0.5b i11.
Arrivals are Poisson, and are varied in the same proportion to change the traffic intensityr.
There is no feedback.

Table 2 summarizes the effect of the traffic intensity on the quality of the bounds. The
value Zlinear was computed using CPLEX 5.0 on a Sparc20 Sun workstation, andZconvex2,
Zconvex1 were computed using NPSOL on a Sparc20 Sun workstation. In order to compare the
bounds to a reasonable feasible policy, we have simulated all 4!5 24 possible static priority
policies, and we report the performance of the best priority policy found. The key insight is
that as the system approaches heavy traffic the degree of suboptimality worsens. While this
might be due to the fact that the quality of the bounds weakens as the traffic intensity
increases, we suspect that this is due to the fact that the performance of static priority policies
worsens in heavy traffic.

Our next experiment aims at understanding the effect of the changeover times. We again
have 4 classes, and we have selected parameters as in the previous experiment. We fixedr
5 0.8. All the changeover times were selected equal to the same valueD. In Table 3 we
report the performance of the bounds in relation to the best static priority policy asD
increases. The quality of the bounds is relatively insensitive to the value ofD, although they
slightly worsen with higher changeover times.

TABLE 2. The Effect of the Traffic Intensity on the Quality of the Bounds

r Zlinear Zconvex2 Zconvex1

Bestpriority

Zconvex1

0.05 1.31 1.36 1.36 1.03
0.10 1.52 1.59 1.59 1.03
0.20 1.92 2.04 2.07 1.05
0.40 2.84 2.89 3.20 1.07
0.60 4.32 4.51 5.03 1.09
0.80 8.93 9.31 10.61 1.09
0.90 17.31 19.43 21.33 1.13
0.95 63.25 67.41 69.57 1.18
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8. Performance analysis. In this section we show that the flow conservation and
server dynamics constraints, developed in §§3 and 4, respectively, yield a unified method of
performance analysis for the models and policies analyzed exactly in the literature. In
particular, we shall show that the system of equations given by those constraints corresponds
precisely to the classicalbuffer occupancy approachfor the performance analysis of polling
systems.

The buffer occupancy approach was introduced by Cooper and Murray (1969) to
analyze cyclic service systems with zero changeover times. The approach has since been
developed to analyze a variety of single-server systems with nonzero changeover times,
including systems with a periodic service order (see Eisenberg 1972), systems with a
random service order (see Kleinrock and Levy 1988), and systems with job feedback (see
Sidi, Levy and Fuhrmann 1992). See also the monograph by Takagi (1986) and the
survey by Levy and Sidi (1990).

We shall illustrate the approach by analyzing the constraints in the following special cases:
the server visits the queues according to a cyclic, polling table or random service order
policy, and the service at each queue is exhaustive. The approach consists of two stages: The
first stage determines the visit and changeover frequencies. The second stage computes the
mean queue lengths at an arbitrary time.

8.1. Stage 1: Computation of visit and changeover frequencies.We show next that
when the server visits the queues according to a cyclic order, polling table or random visit
order policy, then we can compute efficiently the visit and changeover frequencies,yi , yij .

Cyclic order policy. Under a cyclic service policy the server visits the queues
corresponding to different classes in cyclic order, say, 1, 2, . . . ,n, 1, . . . . It is easily seen
from a symmetry argument and Proposition 2 that the changeover and visit frequencies are
given by

yi 5 y12 5 · · ·5 yn21,n 5 yn1 5
1 2 r

s12 1 · · ·1 sn21,n 1 sn1
.

Polling table order policy. Under apolling table policy the server visits queues in a
periodic order given by a sequenceT(1), T(2), . . . ,T(m), i.e., it first visits classT(1), then
classT(2), etc. LetM(i , j ) be the number ofi 3 j changeovers and letM(i ) be the number
of server visits to thei -queue during a cycle in the polling table. Again, a symmetry argument
and Proposition 2 yield

yij 5 ~1 2 r!
M~i , j !

¥kÞl sklM~k, l !
,

TABLE 3. The Effect of Changeover Times to the Quality of the Bounds

D Zlinear Zconvex2 Zconvex1

Bestpriority

Zconvex1

0.01 3.93 3.95 3.95 1.061
0.10 4.13 4.33 4.33 1.063
0.50 5.21 5.45 5.49 1.067
1.00 8.17 8.67 8.93 1.069
2.00 12.49 13.04 13.48 1.072
5.00 23.87 24.91 25.17 1.079

10.00 44.28 46.26 47.14 1.081
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and

yi 5 ~1 2 r!
M~i !

¥kÞl sklM~k, l !
.

Random visit order policy. Under arandom visit orderpolicy (see Kleinrock and Levy
1988) the server visits the queues in a random order according to Bernoulli routing
probabilities: after visiting thei -queue, it decides to visit next thej -queue with probabilityr ij .
Clearly, we haveyij /yi 5 r ij . Combining this relation with Proposition 2 we obtain that the
visit and changeover frequencies are determined by solving the linear system

O
i[1

O
j[1\$i %

sij r ijyi 5 1 2 r,

yi 5 O
j[1\$i %

r jiyj, for i [ 1.

8.2. Stage 2: Computation of mean queue lengths.Once the visit and changeover
frequencies have been determined, the server dynamics constraints developed in §4 become
linear. We show next how those constraints yield an exact performance analysis, by focusing
our attention in the special case that the server follows anexhaustive servicepolicy at each
queue (the server continues serving a class until the corresponding queue becomes empty),
and the order in which the server visits the queues is either cyclic or in random order.

In order to compute the vector of mean queue lengths at an arbitrary time,x, we propose
the following three-step procedure:

Step 1. Compute the first moments of queue lengths at server visit completion epochs
( xj

Hi ) by solving the linear system of sizeO(n2)

O
k[1\$i %

~yikx j
Hi 2 yki~x j

Hk 1 a jski!! 5 ~a jb i 1 pij 2 d ij!l i, for i , j [ 1,

with the additional constraints

x j
Hj 5 0, for j [ 1.

Step 2. Compute the second moments of queue lengths at server visit completion epochs
( xij

Hk), and the first moments of queue lengths at service completion epochs (xj
Di ) by solving

the linear system of sizeO(n3)

O
r[1\$i %

~yirx jk
Hi 2 yri~x jk

Hr 1 a jsrix k
Hr 1 aksrix j

Hr 1 a jaksri
~2!!!

5 l i@~akb i 1 pik 2 d ik!x j
Di 1 ~a jb i 1 pij 2 d ij!xk

Di

2 ~a j~pik 2 d ik! 1 ak~pij 2 d ij! 1 a jdkj!b i 1 a jak~b i
~2! 2 2b i

2!pijd ik

1 pikd ij 1 pijdkj 2 d ijd ik 2 2pikpij# for i , j , k [ 1,

with the additional constraints
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x jk
Hj 5 0, x jk

Hk 5 0, for j , k [ 1.

Step 3. Compute the mean queue lengths at an arbitrary time (xj) from then equations
corresponding to the diagonal elements of the flow conservation constraints

2ax9 2 xa9 1 ~I 2 P!9LX D 1 X D9L~I 2 P! 5 ~I 2 P!9LP 1 P9L~I 2 P!.

REMARKS.
1. The equations in Steps 1 and 2 in the above procedure follow from Eqns. (52) and (53)

by using the relations
xk

Hij 5 xk
Hi, x ij

Hkl 5 x ij
Hk,

valid under cyclic service and random visit order policies.
2. The constraints

xj
Hj 5 0, x jk

Hj 5 0, x jk
Hk 5 0,

are clearly valid when the server follows an exhaustive service policy at each queue.
3. The systems of linear equations in Steps 1 and 2 correspond precisely to those obtained

via the buffer occupancy approach.
4. Notice that in Step 3 performance measurex is computed without first computingx0,

as was done in Sidi, Levy and Fuhrmann (1992).

9. Design of efficient heuristic policies. We briefly discuss in this section the problem
of designing heuristic scheduling policies that nearly optimize a given performance objective
from the solution of the relaxations, as described in §2. First, notice that a scheduling policy
is characterized by specifying the following two subpolicies:

1. A server routingpolicy, that governswherethe server is routed when it leaves a queue.
2. A server visitpolicy, that specifieswhenthe server finishes serving jobs in a queue.

Server routing policies. Several authors have recently addressed the problem of
designing efficient server routing policies from estimates of optimal visit and changeover
frequencies. Boxma, Levy and Weststrate (1991) have developed a methodology for
determining efficient polling tables, in which the critical step is the determination of nearly
optimal visit frequencies (ouryi ’s). Bertsimas and Xu (1993) have proposed two kinds of
server routing policies from estimates of optimal changeover frequencies (ouryij ’s): 1) a
random visit order policy, with server routing probabilities given byr ij 5 yij /yi , and 2) a
polling table policy, where the parametersM(i , j ) of the polling table, as defined in the
previous section, are obtained viainteger programmingtechniques.

It is intuitive that the quality of these heuristic policies should improve with better
estimates of the optimal visit and changeover frequencies, as provided by the improved
formulations presented in §7.

Server visit policies. No previous studies known to the authors have addressed the
problem of designing efficient server visit policies from estimates of optimal system
performance measures. An approach for designing policies based on a heavy traffic
approximation of the model has recently been developed by Reiman and Wein (1994), in the
setting of a two-class queue with setup times. We propose two different policies, which use
estimatesx̂j

Hj of optimal mean queue lengths at visit completion epochs (obtained by solving
problem (45) and estimatesŷi of optimal visit frequencies, respectively: The first policy
terminates the server visit to the current queue, say queuej , as soon as the queue length after
a service completion epoch does not exceedx̂j

Hj , i.e.,Lj # x̂j
Hj . Notice that ifx̂j

Hj 5 0, then
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the server follows an exhaustive policy at thej -queue. The second policy terminates a visit
to the current queue, say queuej , after completing at mostl i /ŷi services. Notice thatl i /yi

is the mean number ofj -jobs served during a server visit to thej -queue.

10. Conclusions. We have studied by means of the achievable region approach an
important and hard performance optimization problem: optimal scheduling in a multiclass
single-station queueing network with changeover times. We have used several equilibrium
relations to derive constraints on achievable performance. We believe that the results
presented above support the claim that the achievable region approach is an effective tool for
obtaining performance bounds in stochastic optimization problems.
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